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Message from the Editorial Team
Dear Readers,
This publication marks the latest edition
of our annual Students’ Magazine,
“Pragya”. The past year was full
of various activities by the students
in academics, co-curricular, extracurricular as well as research &
developments. Our magazine, briefly
speaking, began to incentivize from
where there was no going back. IITM
continues to grow with more of
incredible work done by the students in
various fields. We feel proud to share with
you all that the MCA department of IITM
is now ‘NBA’ Accredited and the credit
goes to our dedicated students who have
always meticulously participated in
Academics, Co-Curricular and ExtraCurricular activities.
With each passing year we attempt
to design the magazine as the finest
resource, to increase awareness and
education among students regarding
the events held in the previous years, and
to motivate them to take the league
forward.
As the Editorial Team, we feel honored to
have the opportunity to work and bring
to light “Pragya” 2015-16. We would
like to thank all the contributing authors
for providing such a rich variety of
spectacular articles on a broad range of
exciting topics.
We would also like to extend our special
thanks to the Alumni of IITM for their
valuable inputs.
Regards
Editorial Team

I hope everyone that is reading this is having a really
good day. And if you are not, just know that in every
new minute that passes, you have an opportunity to
change that.
Gillian Anderson
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About The Institute
Mata Leelawati Shikshan Sansthan act setup the “Institute of Information Technology and Management” in 1999. It is engaged in
various philanthropic activities, with Shri T. N. Chaturvedi, a Padma Vibhushan awardee, as the founder President of both, the
society and the institute. The Institute is accredited by NAAC and NBA (MCA Programme). The Institute is an ISO 9001:2008, ISO
10002:2014 certified Institute, approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of HRD, Government of
India and Recognised U/s 2(f) of UGC Act. The Institute is a dynamic member of AIMA, CSI, DELNET, PHD-Chamber, ISTE. The
Institute is affiliated to Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha (GGSIP) University, Delhi for Master of Computer Application (MCA),
Master of Business Management (MBA), Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) and Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA)
programmes.
The Institute aims to develop as a Centre of Excellence for imparting technical and management education and generating
competent professionals with a high degree of professional acumen, competence and ethical standards. The Institute is passionate
about grooming young students to be leaders, who are to become both excellent professionals and good human beings by adopting
“Student Centric Approach”. All the stakeholders, employers, parents, alumni, faculty and the students, share the vision and
mission of the institute and are active participants in their implementation.
The Institute has implemented Outcome Based Education (OBE) and is proud to mention that it is developing necessary
manpower and infrastructure to implement Outcome Based Education effectively. Dedicated faculty implements OBE teachinglearning process at IITM through rigorous planning, keeping in view the industry needs. Students undergo classroom lectures,
tutorials, case studies, assignments, seminars, workshops, multimedia presentations, and expert lectures by eminent persons
from the industry and academia.
The Institute is sufficed with multiple Computer Labs with total of 235 PC (HP Intel Core i3 4GB/RAM, 500 GB /HDD). We have a
dedicated Research Lab with 10 PC (HP Intel Core i5/ 4GB RAM 500 GB HDD) with all the latest application software like R, JASP,
SCII Lab, SVN server, Oracle Virtual, Hadoop Architecture (Cloud Era), Own Cloud Computing. We have an Internet Connection of
8Mbps Airtel dedicated fibre optics leased line & 20 Connections of 512 Kbps each by MTNL (10 mbps). Teaching Aids have been
provided in the form of 23 LCD Projectors, Digital Cameras, and Scanners which in turn makes learning more interesting for the
students.
The institute on a regular basis conducts summer school Workshops, in-house training for the holistic personality development of
the students. This Academic year, the Institute organized Workshops on Advanced Java, PHP, Android, Digital Marketing, business
simulation Hadoop, C, C++, and Core Java for BCA, BBA, and MCA Students. The Institute also conducts regular FDPs that equip the
faculty with knowledge of best teaching practices. Also, Conferences and Seminars are being conducted on a regular basis for
knowledge dissemination, with subject matter experts, academicians, researchers and delegates from varied fields sharing
insights gained from rigorous research and practical experience.

Vision
The Institute aims to be a center of excellence promoting value based Quality Education in the emerging
areas of advanced professional studies in Information Technology & Management.

Mission
The Institute endeavours to contribute towards meeting the growing demands for competent and trained
Information Technology professionals, Software Engineers and World Class Managers determined
to achieve Excellence.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
For over 15 years of instituting quality education, IITM has been
making significant educational transformations. We, at IITM, have
carefully designed a multi pronged charter to facilitate, besides
academic excellence, opportunities, for students personal growth to
the way, they aspire to grow to build up a bright future for their family
and Country.
This multi pronged charter consists of: i) Academic Excellence to
stimulate thinking process with special emphasis on cultivating
abilities to analyse facts with logical reasoning to take logical
decisions and to form independent options. ii) Skill Development
(Both professional & Soft Skills) iii) Student Care iv) Ethical Values v)
Summer School for extra inputs to enrich the syllabus vi) PrePlacement training & development vii) Participation in different
Committee activities.
The magazine carries contributions reflecting ethos and aspirations of the students, faculty and other team members of the
institution. The role of a college magazine is vital in promoting what an institution offers. It brings out into the open things
hitherto unrevealed. I congratulate our University Gold Medalist and Exemplary performers, who with their complete
determination and hard work have brought laurels to IITM. I take an opportunity to congratulate all the stakeholders: our
faculty, staff, students and parents, for their strong sense of commitment, service and responsibility that has transformed
this institution into an outstanding and significant temple of learning.
I appreciate the earnest effort of our students and the editorial team.

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Shri J. C. Sharma
Chairman

A college magazine is a reflection of the skills and talents of the
youth. College magazine not only provides an outlet to the
intellectual creativity of the students, but also share their unique
experiences in various co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.
Setting Goals is important, but more important is striving to
achieve those goals. The institution has progressed in terms of
its national accreditation, infrastructure upgradation, software
program enhancements, number of courses taught, guest lectures,
interactions with industry and developmental programmes, and
the mainstay for any incremental process. We feel proud to be
the only Institute under GGSIPU accredited to NAAC and NBA (MCA
Programme).
It is a matter of great pleasure for us to present you the latest edition of the Annual Students’ Magazine “Pragya 2016”,
which recounts the various activities in which the Institute has been actively involved since July, 2015.
I congratulate the editorial team and invite suggestions and feedback from the readers so that this journey of wisdom is
undertaken fruitfully.
Best wishes
Prof. (Dr.) RachitaRana
Director
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Our Initiatives
For over 15 years, Institute of Information Technology and Management (IITM), Janakpuri, New Delhi aims to be a center of
excellence promoting value based Quality Education in the emerging areas of advanced professional studies in Information
Technology & Management. This academic year in April 2016, the MCA department of IITM got accreditation from National
Board of Accreditation. Various pioneering practices and facilities have been introduced in the system with an objective to
cater to quality enhancement, assurance and sustenance in various spheres of the working of the department.
The IT department organized an IT-Fest –“TECNO SAPIENS” in the month of January, 2016 in which students from various
colleges under GGSIPU and students from Delhi University participated. The IT department as a part of pre placement
support arranged sessions on Technical Support and Aptitude. Eminent personalities from industry were invited to conduct
all these sessions. The IT Department organized National Conference on “Emerging Trends NCETIT' 2016 – Cyber Security:
Contemporary Threats and Solutions”. It arranged Summer Training Project for the students to keep them abreast with
industry demands. The companies for summer training were Orane Info. Systems Pvt. Ltd., IIT-Kanpur and VMDD
Technologies, New Delhi. Active participation of students was there at every phase of project training.
Department of Management studies organized a National Seminar on “Transforming India for Sustainable Development:
Issues, Challenges and Opportunities”. The department has been providing various pre placement supports in the form of
special lectures and sessions. It has organized various events like Management Conclave, Symposium, Quiz, Business Plan
Competition in which students from various colleges under GGSIPU and students from Delhi University participated.
Various workshops are also conducted like Business Simulation, Psychometric Testing and Digital Marketing which have
been keeping students more proactive and giving them a flavour of the Corporate. The department arranged Summer
Training Project in some eminent companies like Delhi Financial Corporation (DFC), Punjab and Sind Bank, i-process
Services and HDFC Bank etc for the students to give them exposure regarding practical aspects of business. Students actively
participated in their internship projects and have actively volunteered for various Research Projects like Virtual Internship
Project at Lenskart.com. They have also done various Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) from NPTEL, Alison, and Intershala.
MOUs have also been signed by our Institute to promote knowledge sharing in terms of technology and research among
students and faculty. MOUs signed in this Academic year were:

Chinese Delegation: July 15, 2015
IITM organized an interactive session of IITM students and the delegates from Southwest University for Nationalities,
China. The major objective was to make them aware about the student and faculty exchange programs at their university.
Mr. Ding Keyi, Vice President, Southwest University for Nationalities, Sichuan Province explained the need of such
exchange programs to the students and faculty members. Emphasis of this interaction was upon knowledge sharing
between IITM and South West University for Nationalities. A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between IITM
and SWUN.

Hangzhou Youth Federation: August 24, 2015
IITM, in collaboration with Hangzhou Youth Federation, China, organized an interactive session for students and faculty
exchange program. The session was held with the intent of enlightening the students and faculty about student exchange
and faculty exchange programs between IITM and Hangzhou Youth Federation, China. Ms. WU Jiejing, Vice Chairman,
Hangzhgou Youth Federation, China, Ms. LU Guiying, President Hangzhou Youth Special College, Mr. WU Jiangda,
Hangzhou Baisu Farm & Sideline Products Trading Co. Ltd, Mr. Zhang Lei, General Manager, Hangzhou Fengchuan
Industrial Co. Ltd, Mr. Qian Jun, Chairman, Zhejiang Xinrun Engineering Management Co, Ltd and Mr. MA Zhijun,
Chairman, Hanzhou Ohant Service Co. Ltd were present at the event. The students and faculty members were briefed
about the Hangzhou Youth Federation. An insight about the need of such exchange programs was given to the students
and faculty members. Emphasis of the interaction was to share knowledge in terms of technology and research. A
Memorandum of Understanding was also signed between IITM and Hangzhou Youth Federation, China. The overall
session was highly interactive and beneficial for both the students and the faculty members.
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Checklist for a Near-Perfect Lifestyle!

Name: Mansi
Roll No: 00721101714
Class: BBA – IV (E1)

As per dictionary 'lifestyle' can be defined as the style of living that reflects the attitudes and values
of an individual or group. It is a blend of many factors and varies with the atmosphere we live in.
Of course nobody has a perfect lifestyle. But yes, we can attempt to make our lifestyle near to perfect.
Here are some small things to keep in mind to have a ‘Near-Perfect Lifestyle’.

ü
Keep a cool state of mind

ü
Health Awareness

Yes, this is the first and foremost way to start up.
All the things you do, be it willingly or
unwillingly, you should have a cool attitude
towards it. This is because a good mental health
is necessary to make you feel active and fresh
everytime. Avoid taking stress. Meditation
really helps. Socialising and talking about your
feelings also gets you calm and in peace. Always
think positive and be confident.

• Always make sure that at least you have
some time for yourself and your body, so
exercise daily.
• Have a heavy breakfast, medium lunch and a
light dinner (avoid oil in breakfast).
• Eat minimum 2 fruits a day.
• Take non-caffeinated drinks.
• Excess of everything is bad, so restrict to
addictive habits of alcohols.
• Keep track of your body changes. It is
important to stay conscious.

ü
Good habits builders
Habits are acquired by your thought process when put
in practice. Good habits can grow you personally as well
as professionally. Firstly, identify what you want to
achieve. Then get yourself into that routine. Take
support from family and friends, and yes; stay selfdisciplined. In spite of the above mentioned, cultivate
the habit of being grateful (thankful). Habits are really
powerful; and once you get into a habit, it will become a
part of your life.

ü
Daily Attire
Considering the fact that 'the first impression is the last
impression', it becomes essential to look well dressed. Our
clothing describes what we are and it is what makes us
presentable. The secret lies in understanding what's appropriate
in your industry. The first thing is to be comfortable, so that there
is always an 'ease factor' to your day. Next is the trend; which
gives us, a ‘not so outdated’ look. Accessorising is another
important area to be looked upon. Also, avoid strong perfumes.
Girls kindly avoid over accessorising and make-up.

ü
Balanced Breaks
Even if you are hopelessly over-burdened by your boss or you do what
you love for your living, but can't get time to walk out and have short
breaks; then mind it you are not making the most of your life. From all
those deadlines and projects don't you miss that puppy loving time, or
gardening, travelling, or dancing? Well yes, you definitely do. Getting on
to a philosophical tone, I would say that this is the only life you spend,
the choice lies within you to either schedule your leisure time with your
work, or to let it go. We have a limited time to live and all that we have to
do is, in this time only. So instead blaming on your rude boss and
abusing him, find out ways to tackle this 'time problem'! Discuss with
your partner, adjust schedules, make a diary, prioritize your
responsibilities, plan well in advance and let faith make the most of it.

ü
Find reasons to love your life
Life is too short to regret for the things you don't do or you are not able to do. Be it due to
time constraint or prioritizing things. Even when it seems that life isn't doing fair enough
to you doesn't mean that it won't in future. Instead of cursing yourself with the times that
ruined you, find out a path to be out of this. Start loving what you do. Be an optimistic. We
struggle, face obstacles, cry, get depressed, get heart-broken, but there is always a ray of
hope to find yourself out of the darkness. Meet different people, interact, listen their life
stories, build variety of skills, spend money on yourself, go on a long drive, preach
spirituality. Believe in the power of Karma. Stay focused, happy and excited.
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ZERO GARBAGE

“Zero waste means setting a new goal for how we live in the world - one that aims to reduce what we trash in landfills and
incinerators to zero – and to rebuild our local economies in support of community health, sustainability, and justice.”

As pollution overwhelms many of our cities and natural resources become scarce, people around the world are increasingly
realizing that this pattern must change. We cannot continue to throw “away”, Simply put; “away” does not exist. When
we bury our waste, the landfills that we create hurt communities; they generate toxic leachate and emit methane gas which
affects climate. Burning garbage is an equally primitive scheme that also destroys resources and is even more costly and
polluting.
At its most basic, zero waste is about significantly reducing and eventually completely eliminating, the amount of stuff that
we send to disposal. Most of what we now waste can be safely and economically recycled, reused, composted, or turned
into biogas. We also need to simply use disposable stuff lessen and redesign our products so that they are toxic-free
and built to last. The hard truth is, probably not. Here's why: Even as you do your best to reduce your waste and reuse,
recycle and compost as much as possible, the waste that we see in our trash can is only a fraction of the problem.
Preventing waste and expanding reuse, recycling, and composting programs - that is, aiming for ‘Zero Waste’ - is one of the
fastest, cheapest, and most effective strategies available for combating climate change.
Adopting a zero waste approach to resource management is critical to the future of our planet and its peoples. Today's throw
away societies create and dispose of vast quantities of waste every day. But not all are equally responsible for this problem.
Those who already have more, waste more - and this pollution is too often dumped on communities that are treated as
“disposable.” It's not all up to you. We need to change the system around us to prevent waste and protect our natural resources.
Hence Concluded,

If you're not for Zero Waste,
How much waste are you for?

Name: Shubham Jain
Roll No: 00721101714
Class: BBA – IV(E1)

Pathankot Terror Attack '2016 : Those appalling "42 hours"
We do not create terrorism by fighting the terrorists
We invite terrorism by ignoring them.

Name: Shalini Gupta
Roll No: 0363701714
Class: BBA-IV (M1)

On the morning of 2nd January, 2016 at around 3:30 am, the biggest menace was faced by the Pathankot Air Force
Station as at least 6 heavily armed people, dressed in Indian Army uniforms, carrying grenade launchers , 52 mm mortars
, AK Rifles as well as a GPS Device, attacked the Airbase .
In initial battle , 4 attackers and 3 security forces personnel were killed , But the horrid gun battle continued and the
subsequent combing operation lasted about 17 hours on the same day .Those attackers were suspected to belong to
Jaish-e-Mohammad , an Islamist Militant groups, and this attack was described as the terrorist incident in the Indian
and Foreign media as well . The operation continued on 4th January and the death toll raised to 7 soldiers , but 5
attackers were also killed .
The United Jihad Council claimed the responsibility for the attack and the total number of security personnel killed
went up to 7(NSG) , 5(DSC) and an Air Force Guard Commando . Later on the hijacking of the car of Mr. Salvinder
Singh, (Superintendent , Punjab Police) the previous day was reportedly linked to the attack . Meanwhile, Pakistan Prime
Minister , Mr. Nawaz Sharif, promised action against the culprits of this awful incident. This is not new in India , but it
has increased very rapidly in the last few years .War is not the only option to stop terrorism , because war itself is
terrorism.
"Everyone's worried about stopping terrorism.
Well, there's really an easy way: Stop participating in it.”
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Right to FOOD- a youth's
perspective
-Tirna Roy
BCA –II
Roll NO: 04713702015

An hour's drive and we were in another world- that of the dispossessed.
People had no food and fluoride, but a few miles away, were the godowns
of The Food Corporation of India - full of grains, some of it rotting and a
feast for rats. This is the spectre of starving India. Why is it that with sixty
million times of grains over and above the emergency buffer stocks, India
still has hunger of this scale? But it chooses to use its money somewhere
else, in what as V.R Krishna Iyer said, "A perverse expenditure logic ".
Many weapons for the Army and aircraft carrier for the Navy are being
purchased, which cost about a thousand crores, an amount that could
fed all the children of the nation. But 'macho-muscle-flexing’ is more
important than that.
Though the government has introduced a dozen schemes to fight the food
plight, nine of them have been much effective. The Mid-Day-Meal
Scheme, the Ration Card System, The Annapurna Scheme- have all gone
in vain. Thoughts of a poor Farmer before killing himself and his family: ' I
cannot sleep because hunger hurts me. I was told that God loves all his
creatures but a glimpse contrasting my plight with that of the rich farmer
will defy this claim. If god has granted life, he has also provided food for
all. But the greedy, or say, the superior have always tried to suppress the
poor and seize their right to live, their right to food. And that is what is
happening in the contemporary world-' rich are growing richer and poor
going down the drains. '
Though hunger drives the wolf out of the woods, something exactly
opposite can be seen. Despite searching for meal, the wolf is killing itself.
Shocking! That's the reality. For food to be considered adequate it must
also be culturally acceptable.
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Mother

Devyani Vij
BCA VI (M)
Roll No: 0311370203

A creation of God that fulfilled the needs of the gentle aspects of love.
An angel of God that filled the emptiness of the millions and millions
of heart.
An angel sent by God, to wipe away the tears.
A creation of God, who never asked or demanded, never complaint
but accepted the mistakes.
A creation of creator, who taught us to love and to be loved by all.
God created her to be all over with everyone, to teach us to live and
to let live.
A creation sent by creator, is closed to hearts and is known to
everyone.
The creator wanted us to smile, so he wanted to make a creation that
can make this happen.

So he created mother.

A Country's DEVELOPMENT SHOULD THRIVE ON EDUCATION
Rohit Dubey
BCA IV
Roll No:01821102014
No one will deny the fact that everyone yearns for development. True citizens of a Nation yearn to see their Nation securing
‘FIRST POSITION’ in the List of Development. It was this Unanimous demand for Development that Lead to the Establishment
of a Strong Central Government in India that registered unprecedented victory in the recently held Lok Sabha elections. So if we
take for example of the current scenario of India, then it can be emphatically said development is the word that has occupied a
place in everyone's heart, mind, and soul.
Development of a nation relies on certain factors. According to me there are four major pillars of development. They are,
education/knowledge, human resource, monetary stability and last but not the least, willingness to undertake the process of
development. Out of these the most essential Pillar is education/knowledge, in the absence of which, the rest do not possess
the requisite strength to support development. Now let us delineate the reasons, why education is the strongest pillar for
development and how other pillars for development are linked with it.
Education/Knowledge enhances the mindset, elevates the perception of a person. Once the mindset is broadened, the person
looks for ways, remedies and measures through which he can escalate his nation's development. So it can be unequivocally said
that Education is the origin of development. An educated Person becomes an integral part of the human resource, required for
the process of development. He through his knowledge and excellence can create a strong human resource required to
accomplish the task of development and thus providing immense strength to the human resource pillar of development.
Money is essential for everything, so is for development. To undertake the process of development it is mandatory to have
monetary support and stability. Education imparts an individual, the Power and Agility to generate ample financial resources
to fulfil their aspirations of development. In fact, it can be said that a country which is replete with knowledgeable citizens does
not confront with the problem of lack of finances.
The last and equally essential pillar is the willingness to undertake the task of Development. Here I Would like to say in
affirmation that education makes one discern about the current situation of his country and encourages him to wake up and
elevate his nation. It creates a sense of belongingness and loyalty among the citizens towards their nation, which in turn creates
the willingness to initiate development.
So, in a nutshell, it can be said that education can cent percent pave the way for development. The educated, disciplined and
dedicated citizens can speed up the pace of development of a nation. A Country aspiring to develop should emphasize on
educating its citizens. The Educated citizens will then do the rest. At last it is rightly said that “A Country's Development should
thrive on Education”.
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IT QUIZ

-Devyani Vij, Kanika Sharma
BCA VI (M)
Roll No: 0311370203, 01813702013

1.

Who Invented Compact Disc?

2.

Surgeons can perform delicate operations by manipulating devices through computers instead of manually.
The technology is known as:
a. Robotics

b. Computer Forensics c. Simulation

3.

Who is known as the ‘Human Computer’ of India?

4.

What is the missing name?

d. Forecasting

5.

Mows is a type of Mouse for___________________People.

6.

Input Devices are used to provide the steps and tasks the computer needs to process data, and these steps and
tasks are called ___________________

7.

When was the first smart phone launched?

8.

What is the expansion of CMOS?

9.

Which is the first company to pay twitter for emoji?

10.

This is a folded form of something we use quite frequently in our life. What is this?

11.

Which movie shows robots as sentient beings who come back in the 21st century to control humans?

12.

This is the headquarters of a company based in Hangzhou, China. Which company is it? [Hint: When seen from
above, it seems to form the Chinese letters for A and B]

8. Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 9. Coca-Cola 10. Battery 11. The Matrix 12. Alibaba
1. James T Russell 2. a 3. Shakunthala Devi 4. Educomp 5. Physically Handicapped 6. Instructions 7. 1992
Answers:
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Independent
Independent
Us
Us

Not you downplay the slaves
They, you and I, know
Had not they pulled the strings of
The upset par
With tolerance, power, and the
Rebellious blood
For long the lords would have
remained the lords.
The fire in them once given a blow
Could set the lords low
As low as graves
Dugged by the brave slaves.
And that was what happened.
So,
We are the grateful successors,
To honour the real lords,
Set high in sky some kites,
As a letter carrying great message
Delivered with happiness
It reads to them:
“It's 67th independence day,
Fathers”.

Shubham Jain
00721101714
Class: BBA – IV (E1)

Leena
07921102013
Class: BCA – VI (E)
It has been more than three decades since the idea of software reuse was proposed. Many successes have been told, yet it is
believed that software reuse is still in the development phase and has not reached its full potential.
So you are writing a software library. You had a great idea for a simple, broadly applicable solution. You have cooked up a nice API
and are happy with the result. Then, new features are needed. The library grows and grows, and becomes extremely versatile. To
account for more and more specific cases though, the API grows at a disproportional rate. Due to this feature creep, soon there isn't
much left from your initial, beautiful API. At some point it becomes almost too complicated to work with the library due to all
configuration options and edge cases.
Then, a new, fresh alternative arises and moves your library into oblivion. This new library is awesome. It doesn't suffer from a
bloated API, it just works. It does more or less the same as your library but is faster and easier to use. Over time though, this new
library will go through the same cycle as that of yours. It gets bloated too and will be replaced by something fresh in future.
How to write reusable software then? Don't write a single monolithic solution and that will
solve all the problems. Write small, composed and focused components; Components that just
do one thing and stick with it. Components that are loosely coupled and have a concise API. This
is one of the basic fundamentals in software engineering. Reusable software requires loose
coupling and strong cohesion. Writing small components will give your software a high chance
of survival: all individual components are easy to use and understand, and are usable on their
own in various use cases. When one of the components gets outdated, it can be replaced
relatively easily as the component doesn't have high coupling with each other.
Conclusions
Writing reusable code is not about developing generic, monolithic all rounders. The key to
writing reusable code is to write focused, composed components with a high cohesion and
loose coupling. Keep your code sanitized. Replace outdated components. Don't be afraid to
refractor when needed. Be careful to use patterns like interfaces and inheritance
proportionally, do not overuse them. Strive for writing focused components with a low
complexity: easy to understand and easy to maintain.
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Women
Conquering The Business World
Women have always been the strongest ones in the universe A booming woman is one who can raise a firm foundation
with the bricks others have thrown at her. In India young women are bombarded by perfection in enterpreneurship.
Any planning, aimed at commercial development will be lop sided without involving women who constitute half of the
world's population. Entrepreneurial spirit is not a male birth right. Women have gained momentum in the last three
decades with the increase in the number of women enterprises and their substantive benefaction to economic growth.
In this zestful world, women enterepreneurs are an important part of the universal quest for sustained economic
development and social progress. With the changing scenario women across India are showing an interest to be self
dependent. Women are coming in the lime light to the business arena with the sparkling ideas to start small and
medium enterprises. They are enthusiastically willing to be inspired by role models - the experience of other women in
the business industry.
Gone are the days when women, even when accepted in the world of commence, were stereotyped into a few
professions. Women have been successful in the entertainment and fashion industries for a long time. But today, the
likes of Kiran Manjudar Shaw (CEO of Biocon, India), Neelam Dhawan (MD, Microsoft India), Niana Lal Kidwai (Head
of HSBC in Inda) and of their likes, rub shoulders with men in board rooms and are continuously proving that the
women are and can be as successful as men.
The myth that women cannot engage in the productive employment needs to be dispelled rather than should be
encouraged to set up small and medium scale enterprises with their own initiatives. Entrepreneurship Development
for women is an important factor in the economic development of the world.
In countries like India, where women entrepreneurs are handicapp in the matter of developing and initiating
businesses on account of their generally low level of skills and for want of support system, the transition from a
Homemaker to a sophisticate business woman is not that easy but with their keen interest and high spirit they
have shown a tremendous increase in the role of being a successful women entrepreneur.
Today US, Australia and UK are the top 3 rankers, having highest number of women as enterepreneurs.
India is at rank 70 but India is contributing and encouraging Female enterepreneurship especially in rural areas by
organizing various entrepreneurial programs such as Integrated Rural Development Program (IRDP), Training of
Rural Youth for Self Employment (TRYSEM) etc.
“One Woman Can Make a Difference but Together We Can Rock the World” it is needed to just BELIEVE in
yourself.
Meenakshi Sharma
MBA (2014-16)
Roll No: 01113703914

Vatsalya Sharma
BBA (2014-17)
Roll No: 02513701714
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“The ink on the shirt might fade, but the words and it's meaning more than anything
else - the writers of those words shall be cherished in my life“
I guess every graduating student of a college passes through this tradition before passing out from his/her
college. That is called “Scribbling Day” where students come in white and get all scribbled, penned by the
loved ones and not-so-loved-ones as well. Though, I still can't believe it that from tomorrow I wont be
sitting in the class and laugh during the lectures or get irritated by the missed calls and SMSs by my friends
or I won't be pushed out of my seat anymore or I won't be able to discuss everything under the sun except
studies right from movies to "Enlightenment" to Religion to Politics to Music etc in the lecture. At the end
of the day all you have is love though. 10 May 2016, my last working day at college where people scribbled
on each other’s shirts.
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Drug addiction is a serious problem in the region of Punjab. One of India's
most prosperous states, the fertile land of the five rivers and nation's bread
basket has to struggle with a serious problem that is now reaching epidemic
proportions. The state which was once known for its sheer beauty, lush green
farms, gleaming water streams and stunning backdrops, is now popular
for some spiteful reasons as well. Being home to beautiful cities that are
dotted with resplendent shrines, Gurudwaras, temples, ashrams and cultural
monuments, Punjab has now fallen in a trap of a menace.
Even with a disguise that does not reveal the true picture of what's happening
inside the soul of Punjab, the state fails to stop the bleeding deep within. To be
honest, my heart bleeds when I witness my Punjab bleeding, and this time it
is not because of the Khalistan Terrorism, but 'Narcoterrorism'. It is
estimated that four out of ten men are addicted to some or other drug and
that up to 50% of those are young farmers. While 15% of those are addicted
to poppy husk (known as bhukki), 20% are addicted to synthetic drugs
churned out by pharmacy companies in neighbouring Himachal Pradesh.
The World Health Organisation prefers an over-arching term: drug
dependence. The reasons for widespread drug addiction in Punjab are many;
unemployment and frustrated economic expectations are among the
reasons. There is also the fact that pharmaceuticals such as pain relieving
opioid and sedatives are easily available from chemists; without
prescriptions. According to some, it is the Punjabi culture for heavy drinking
and partying as well as the habit of landowners supplying raw opium to farm
labourers to encourage them to work harder, that has contributed to the
problem. Most rural households in the state are thought to have one addict.
The fact that there is a steady supply of drugs from across the border is
another reason. Heroin smuggled is in from Afghanistan and Punjab is a part
of the transit route for drugs. This fact is evidenced by frequent seizures of
illegal drugs by the authorities. Just before the Loksabha polls last year, Rs
800 crore worth of drugs, liquor and other narcotics were seized by poll
authorities. According to the latest report by the Narcotics Control Bureau,
Punjab alone has registered 50 percent of the total drug-related cases in the
country.
Denial being the biggest mistake in this case, the first and foremost priority
should be to avoid the denial mode on drug addiction by everyone, “There's
an abdication syndrome prevailing among all. “The demand of vice is a bigger
problem than the one who lures these drug addicts to bad habits. We must
check the supply in any forceful way we can, but the focus should be the
recipient, the one who is seeking the supply. For that, the role of each one of us
is important. I would put the role of parents on the top, it must also be
acknowledged that the debate on drugs, the politics and the counter-action
may be entirely new or new in a different way, but drug intake was always
present in the history and culture of this region.
“The enormity of a problem is not the function of numbers. Even if one person
is taking drugs, it is a problem. Sadly, drug abuse has emerged as a new
currency in politics, to even be able to visualise a new rising in the "Sone Ki
Chidiya" once that Punjab was called, the change in mental mainframe in the
the primmest requirement. India's most progressive state has come to a halt
and in miserable health state owing to the drug devil. Together it's only this
country and its people who can bring about a change to save our nation from
this rapidly spreading the killer demon.
Rohan Malik
BBA (2015-18)
Roll No: 07213701715
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Rinku
MBA (2014-16)
Roll No: 02313703914
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SCiO: Your Sixth Sense. A Pocket Molecular Sensor for All
380 million

SUFFER FROM DIABETES.
1.4 billion
STRUGGLE WITH EXTRA WEIGHT OR OBESITY
This Pocket Molecular Sensor Scans Your Food and Reveals Its Nutritional Value
Consumer Physics came up with the SCiO scanner, a gadget that can analyse certain food's nutritional value in just 10 seconds. The
nutritional report is then sent to and viewed via its accompanying mobile app, DietSensor. The Scio Scanner and DietSensor can
deliver real-time results and aid even the strictest dieters and patients on a pre-determined diet plan. DietSensor is one of the CES
2016 Innovation Award honourees under the Software and Mobile App category. CEO and co-founder, Remy Bonnasse, said the
DietSensor is the next generation in nutrition and diet mobile apps. Nutritionists and doctors have been using it to create tailor fit
dietary regimens.
How does it work?
The SCiO shines a light on the food or beverage of your choice when you click the button. Then, a tiny optical sensor (the
spectrometer) collects the light reflected from the food sample. It breaks the reflected light down to its spectrum, or the array of
varying wavelengths. DietSensor builds spectrometric models that translate the resulted information into something really useful
– a calorie count and the percentage of carbohydrates, fat, and protein contained in your food. This is all quickly sent and clearly
displayed on the DietSensor app on your smart phone. "This will do all the heavy calculation for you. You don't have to think,"
said Bonnasse. The DietSensor works via Bluetooth together with the SCiO scanner. Consumer Physics is opening the device to the
mobile app developer community. Both SCiO scanner and its accompanying app can help consumers keep personal dietary
databases. Those interested can preorder the SCiO scanner for $249. The mobile app, DietSensor can be downloaded for free, but
will soon charge $10 per month.
Palak Banwari
BCA (2015-18)
Roll No: 02921102015

S E L F O R AG A N I Z I N G M A P S ( S O M )
A self-organizing map (SOM) or self-organising feature map (SOFM) is a type of artificial neural network (ANN) that is trained
using unsupervised learning to produce a low-dimensional (typically two-dimensional) because we do not require a desired
results, and it is used on the repeated presentation of the pattern , discretized representation of the input space of the training
samples, called a map. Self-organizing maps are different from other artificial neural networks as they apply competitive learning
as opposed to error-correction learning (such as back propagation with gradient descent), and in the sense that they use a
neighbourhood function to preserve the topological properties of the input space.
This makes SOMs useful for visualizing low-dimensional views of high-dimensional data, akin to multidimensional scaling. The
artificial neural network introduced by the Finnish professor, Teuvo Kohonen, in the 1980s is sometimes called a Kohonen map or
network
A self-organizing map consists of components called nodes or neurons. It is based on the principle components so if there is only
one neuron in the first output it is in the first principle component and if there are 2 neuron in the output then second principle and
so on. And it is very useful in the case of data reduction. Associated with each node is a weight vector of the same dimension as the
input data vectors, and a position in the map space. The usual arrangement of nodes is a two-dimensional regular spacing in a
hexagonal or rectangular grid. The self-organizing map describes a mapping from a higher-dimensional input space to a lowerdimensional map space. The procedure for placing a vector from the data space onto the map is to find the node with the closest
(smallest distance metric) weight vector to the data space vector.
There is two popular models used in SOM: (1) vendor malsburg model and (2) Kohnen model, it permits data reduction or SOM and
is also known as Kohnen self organizing maps. Now SOM works on the basis of neuron and nodes.
Motivation or requirement to build up the SOM is our brain receives various sources of inputs (like eyes saw a object it directly
reflect on retina and then in our brain). Now there is essential parts of a SOM: 1. Competition 2. Cooperation 3. Synaptic adaptation.
The process of competition is followed by cooperation. There is another way to find the result of these essential parts by using
mathematical representation. Competition process tells us about the best match algorithms and cooperative and adaptive process
in SOM tells about the winning neuron and topological neighbourhood.
Sutikshan Kashyap
BCA (2013-16)
Roll No: 06021102013
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Initiating Gender Sensitization in schools and colleges
The term Gender sensitization consists of two terms, 'Gender' and 'sensitization'. By gender we mean the state of being
male or a female and by sensitization we mean a non - associative learning process in which repeated administrations
of a stimulus results in the progressive amplification of a response. Thus by gender sensitization we mean modifying
the behaviour of people by raising awareness of gender equality concerns.
Gender sensitization has become one of the important aspects in developing an individual in the modern world.
Without being sensitive to the needs of a particular gender, an individual cannot understand the opposite gender and
the issues it faces on daily terms. It is thus important for every individual to have equal respect towards genders.
Particularly in India, awareness to gender
sensitization is important as India is a country
with diverse culture. Gender sensitization plays
a major role in schools and colleges as it is the age
where one shapes and builds attitudes and
transforms behaviour because they spends large
amount of time with their peers in such settings.
Creating positive social norms in educational
institutions that values girls and boys and their
rights equal, is important to improve the well
being of girls and achieve long term and
sustainable social change.
To overcome the various disparities existing in lieu of gender equality the following aspects have to be developed:
I.

Individuals need to be more open-minded, rational and unbiased in their thoughts and actions.

ii.

There is an urgent need to shatter the load of our Orthodox Beliefs and Biased Values to accentuate the
Progressive Existence of both the genders.

iii.

Better reconciliation of work and private life for both women and men is essential to gender equality.

The Genders are a Creation of Nature and
equally essential for the Sustainable
Development of any Society. Any sort of gap or
inequality w.r.t. the survival rate, individual
count, literacy, health, safety, respect and
freedom will damage the sanctity and the
authentication of human existence.
Foundation of gender Sensitization starts at
home leads to next level which is education.
Hence still major responsibility should be
taken by educational institutions where,
assemble students from different backgrounds
and ethnic orientation. So making it a part of
education is a good start yet a lot is needed to
be achieved.
In order to promote gender equality, we need to change the mode of interaction at all levels i.e. home, school, work
place and so on.
Priyanjali Singh
BBA (2014-17)
Roll No: 00321101714
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RESEARCH
RESEARCH inin Pedagogy
Pedagogy and
and Publications
Publications
Research is an integral part of the curriculum at IITM. Students at both graduate and postgraduate levels are encouraged to
participate in research work. Students both participate and present their research papers in National and International
Conference and Journals. Like every Academic year this year also IITM organized National Conference in both IT and Management.
•
•

“NCETIT' 2016: Cyber Security - Contemporary Threats and Solutions” held on March 19, 2016 and
“Transforming India for Sustainable Development: Issues, Challenges & Opportunities” held on March 12, 2016

Our research publications
Comparative Analysis of IDS Approaches and their Techniques
Osheen, Manpreet Singh BCA (2013-16), IITM Janakpuri
Raj Kumar Singh, Assistant Professor, IITM Janakpuri
Published In: NCETIT' 2016 (IITM)
Abstract
With increase in the reliability of today's generation on the computer systems and internet networks, it is important to
maintain a secured network around us so as to retain the security of data as well as the systems. During recent years, number
of attacks on networks has dramatically increased and consequently interest in network intrusion detection has increased
among the researchers. This research paper will provide an overview of the “Intrusion Detection System” as a whole. This
paper will focus on the intrusion detection techniques, its approaches, the securities against the intrusions and the
challenges to the techniques used against intrusion.

Big Data Security
Geetika Gaba, Nagendra Singh Chauhan: MCA (2014-17), IITMJanakpuri
Dr. Prerna Mahajan, Professor, IITM Janakpuri
Published In: NCETIT' 2016 (IITM)
Abstract
In today's world, requirement of huge data is increasing rapidly with major security concern. Everyone wants their data to be
secured with every aspect and dimension. If we talk about our personnel life, everyone has data in a huge quantity and of a
huge variety (audio, video, text, chat, photos) and Professionally we have a large amount of data in the field of media,
healthcare, technology, private sector, science, sports which has to be stored so that security could be maintained with every
aspect. Big data refers to management and analysis of huge amount of data that exceeds the capability and efficiency of
traditional data with every dimension. Cloud computing can be viewed as a solution to store huge amount of data, but there
are certain security concerns to deal with. Measures can be taken to provide incremental enhancements in securing the cloud
that will ultimately provide us with a secured cloud. To manage, identify and analyze the complex data it is essential to store
and share huge amount of data i.e. why big data is introduced to store large amount of data with great security. Big data was
introduced to handle large amount of data and also to process massive quantity of data. Google has announced mapreduce
framework to process large amount of data on hardware. Later on apache hadoop distributed file system evolved as an
efficient hardware component for cloud computing along with integrated parts like map-reduce. However hdfs and
mapreduce were not quite efficient because they do not provide security to protect sensitive data. That is why hadoop was
introduced to encourage security measures by using different technologies such as combining data mining technology. In this
paper, we have come up with some solutions to provide security aspect in storing big data.

Biometrics: Human Body as a Password
Shriya Jain, Ashi Chauhan BCA (2013-16), IITM Janakpuri
Ruby Dahiya, Assistant Professor, IITM Janakpuri
Published In: NCETIT' 2016 (IITM)
Abstract
This paper examines biometry as an evolving technology. It explains the basic biometric system and their working. The
characteristics of a biometric trait and the various techniques that can be used in a biometric system have also been
elaborated upon. The paper also provides a comparison between the major techniques and elaborates on the applications of
biometrics, specifically in India through the Aadhaar project.
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Artificial Intelligence Impact on Cyber Security
Eshita Madhok, Ashutosh Gupta BCA (2013-16), IITM Janakpuri
Nidhi Grover, Assistant Professor, IITM Janakpuri
Published In: NCETIT' 2016 (IITM)
Abstract
Information technology and the world of web are increasing at a very fast pace and so are increasing the crimes related with
cyber world. Cyber systems are much prone to various kinds of threats, intrusions and dynamically evolving risks related with
them. Software based on conventional security algorithms and mere and human involvement is inadequate for ensuring
complete cyber security. Thus, there is an increasing requirement for more powerful and intelligent cyber defense systems to
serve the purpose of providing cyber security. The innovative practices of Artificial Intelligence are getting more popular in
assisting users to fight crimes and related problems in cyber space. The purpose of this paper is to review cyber security, its
associated risks and the advancements made so far by applying Artificial Intelligence methods in cyber defense. The paper also
aims in demonstrating the applicability and effectiveness of these AI techniques in the present scenario.

A Comprehensive Study of Contemporary Tools and Techniques in the Realm of Cyber Security
Dhananjay, Aishwarya Raman BCA (2013-16), IITM Janakpuri
Sheetal Kaushik, Assistant Professor, IITM Janakpuri
Published In: NCETIT' 2016 (IITM)
Abstract
The Inherent Weaknesses in the cyber space and ever escalating cyber-attacks tends to continuously threaten the National
Security, economy and Privacy. More than fifty countries around the world have framed their Cyber Security Strategies to
address the serious issues of National Cyber Security. A cyber security strategy is particularly meant to be securing the national
cyberspace from malicious cyber threat courses, but due to the unpredictable threat background, considerable variations can be
seen in the invasive and defensive actions and methods adopted by different countries.
This research paper analysis and Compares Cyber Security tools and techniques used by different countries, also discusses about
developed and developing countries with their identified standards, aims and explanation of cyber security awareness,
characterization of the cyber threats, and legislative measures, capacity building programs etc. The majority of the strategies
have described the need for assigning an official body for leading the cyber security tasks at the national level and establishment
of Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERT) to fight cyber-attacks targeting national cyberspace.

Comparative Analysis of Intrusion Detection System Schemes for MANETs
Eshita Madhok, Ashutosh Gupta BCA (2013-16), IITM Janakpuri
Ruby Dahiya, Assistant Professor, IITM Janakpuri
Published In: NCETIT' 2016 (IITM)
Abstract
In current information age, the mobile wireless telecommunication is becoming more innovative and attractive because of its
applications in the emerging fields. The attacks have been made years ago and many schemes were launched to secure data from
intruders. In this paper, a comparative study of various Intrusion Detection System Schemes for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks has been
made. It present an analysis of performance of the algorithms used for securing data information over a mobile network.
Multimedia Data Mining
Vartika Bisht MCA (2013-16), IITM Janakpuri
Dr. Prerna Mahajan, Professor, IITM Janakpuri
Published In: International Journal of Technology and Science
Abstract
It is seen that, ‘necessity is the mother of invention’, and human beings fulfill all their requirements by innovating unbelievable
things. Recently, people have started taking advantage of detectors for extracting useful information. In this paper we discussed
Multimedia Data Mining to perform the above task and multimedia data categorization. With advancement in technology an
outsized quantity of multimedia system information has been taken to analysis centers for learning various factors altogether.
Associate approach was planned to use data mining for multimedia data and is called Multimedia Data Mining. Multimedia Data
Mining is pattern discovery, rule extraction and data acquisition from database. To extract data from multimedia database, some
techniques are used in this research. We are using Multimedia Data Mining to extract the patterns for above to problems. For this,
two common terms exist. The first one is, that multimedia system information data should be segregated and emerge as objects
and second is, the behavior of these objects gets monitored for immediate higher cognitive purpose. After studying categories of
Multimedia Data Mining video surveillance system has been taken into consideration and some techniques are observed to
detect motion for instance, motion segmentation, simultaneous partition and class parameter estimation (SPEPE) and
background subtraction. This paper also helps to compare the clustering techniques that can be used for video surveillance that
is used in traffic control systems.
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Students Achievement
GGSIPU Annual Fest 'ANUGOONJ-2016'
GGSIP University organized its Seventeenth Annual Cultural Festival “Anugoonj 2016” from 11th February to 13th February,
2016. This mega event had a great response from students of all the affiliated colleges and schools of study. The students of
our Institute participated in various mega events and competitions catering to a variety of disciplines such as music,
literature, dance, theatre and fine arts. Besides entertainment, many of the programmes also had a message indicating the
social awareness of students such as Women Empowerment, misuse of Social Media, Bhrashtachar etc. We feel proud to
announce that the IITM Choreography Team “Srijan” won the Golden Trophy (first) for its excellent performance, the
IITM Rock Band “Hetrodox” has won the Second position in Battle of Bands for their sterling performance and the
IITM Dramatics Team “Parindey” also deserves a special mention for putting up a performance in Nukkar Natak which
had the audience spellbound at the Fest and got a standing ovation by the judges for its One-Act play.

Microsoft Imagine Cup Competition
Himanshu Galhotra and Sachin Singh, students of MCA course, had participated in Microsoft Imagine Cup competition which
is a worldwide student technology competition. Imagine Cup has many different categories. They participated in World
Citizenship category, for the competition and they developed a product known as Universal Home Automation System. This
product is used to automate the home appliances and it is being controlled using a universal windows 10 application from
which one could control the devices. This year 13,000, teams from all over India, had participated and among them only 27
teams it to National Finals and our students’ team, "JetBirds Dev", were the one to qualify for National Finals. It was a
remarkable experience for the students and IITM feels proud that they represented the product at National Finals. It was a
great exposure where they got a chance to meet new students from around the country, to know what they had developed, to
meet people from Microsoft, have an interaction with them about technology, trends and what is going inside the company etc.

Inter-University English Debate competition
Rohit Dubey, student of BCA-sem III, participated in Inter-University English Debate competition organised by MAMONI
RAISOM GOSWAMI MEMORIAL TRUST on 10th October, 2015. 17 teams from various universities had participated. He was
declared the best speaker for the competition. The topic for the Debate was “Vernacular language is a hindrance for
administrative services examination”. He presented his views AGAINST the motion.

Inter-College English Declamation competition
Maharaja Surajmal Group of Institutions organised an Inter-college English declamation competition in association with
BHARAT HEAVY ELECTRICALS LIMITED(BHEL) to celebrate Vigilance Awareness Week on 29th October, 2015. 13 teams
from various colleges participated in the competition. Rohit Dubey, student of BCA 3rd sem, secured 3rd Position in the
competition.

Youth Summit on Sustainable Development
APEEJAY School of Management organised a youth summit on sustainable development on 15th March, 2016. Rohit Dubey of
BCA 4th sem and Tirna Roy of BCA 2nd sem were declared the winners of the Power Point Presentation Competition. Their
topic was “Strategies for Improving Air Quality in Delhi”.

Inter-college Hindi Debate competition
Maharaja Surajmal Group of Institutions organised Inter-college Hindi Debate competition in association with National
Thermal Power Corporation on 12th February, 2016. 11 teams from different colleges participated. Rohit Dubey, student of
BCA 4th sem was declared the best speaker for the competition.
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Phone control wheelchair:
A Project Presented at Amity University, Noida
The idea of using voice activated technology for controlling the motion of the wheelchair and home automation are to prove that it
can be a unique concept that would stand apart from the rest of the average projects. World report on disability" (2011) jointly
presented by World Health Organization (WHO) and World Bank says that there are 70 million people who are handicapped in the
world. Unfortunately, day by day, the number of handicapped people is going on increasing due to road accidents as well as
diseases like paralysis. Among all the disabilities, percentage of physically handicapped people is the most. If a person is
handicapped, he is dependent on other persons for his day-to-day work like transport, food, orientation etc. Therefore, designing a
voice controlled robot for especially able people was my dream project of childhood. I always wanted to design a car since my
childhood which can be controlled by my phone. I have designed a Robot that can control the Wheelchair with a phone for
handicapped people. Amity University appreciated me for this project and they have given me an opportunity to work with
them for one project. I would not have been able to make this project on my own; my guide, Mr. Munna Pandey, guided me in this
project. Without him the project would not have completed.
Abhay Aggarwal
BCA-V(M)
Roll NO: 04913703914

University Rank Holder
Academic Session 2014-15

SAPNA
GUPTA
SAPNA GUPTA
BCA
BCA(2012-15)
(2012-15)
93.04%
93.04%

Program Wise Toppers
MBA-I SEM (BATCH 2015-17)

MBA

Anjali Lamba (87.50%)

MBA-III SEM (BATCH 2014-16)

Anjum Tanwar (88.77%)
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MCA
MCA-I SEM (BATCH 2015-18)

MCA-III SEM (BATCH 2014-17)

MCA-V SEM (BATCH 2013-16)

Lakshika Nagpal (87.44%)

Palak Khurana (89.89%)

Priyanka Sharma (91.60%)

BCA (M)
BCA-I SEM (BATCH 2015-18)

BCA-III SEM (BATCH 2014-17)

BCA-V SEM (BATCH 2013-16)

Priya Khandelwal (90.25%)

Simranjeet Kaur (91.63%)

Kanika (92.00%)

BCA (E)
BCA-I SEM (BATCH 2015-18)

BCA-III SEM (BATCH 2014-17)

BCA-V SEM (BATCH 2013-16)

Palak Banwari (90.75%)

Shubhrank Rastogi (84.48%)

Manpreet Singh (86.29%)

BBA (M)
BBA-I SEM (BATCH 2015-18)

BBA-III SEM (BATCH 2014-17)

BBA-V SEM (BATCH 2013-16)

Shruti Gulati (87.43%)

Princy Gupta (86.40%)

Gehna (88.29%)

BBA (E)
BBA-I SEM (BATCH 2015-18)

BBA-III SEM (BATCH 2014-17)

BBA-V SEM (BATCH 2013-16)

Kanika Gupta (85.29%)

Priyanjali Singh (81.80%)

Naveen Yadav (87.29%)
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List of Award Winners: 2015-16
S.No. Name of the Event
1
Farewell Party
Celebrations 2016
2
Management
Symposium 2016
3

Date of Event
29th April, 2016
2nd April, 2016
23rd March, 2016

First Prize
Mr. IITM- Mr. Udit Bajaj (BBA)
Ms. IITM- Ms. Kanika (BCA)
Shubham Jain (BBA)

Second Prize
Mr. Simrandeep (BBA)
Ms. Osheen (BCA)
-------------

ENGLISH- Shubham Jain (BBA)
HINDI- Shubham Jain (BBA)
ENGLISH- Rohit Dubey (BCA)
HINDI- Osheen (BCA)
Amish Suri (BBA)

Saras Awasthi (BBA)
Osheen (BCA
Shubham Jain (BBA), Sunaina Chopra (MCA)
Shubham Jain (BBA)
Harsh (BBA)
Mata Sundari College for Women,
University of Delhi
Mr. Sahil Malhotra (BBA-IINTM)
Ms. Shivani Rana (BBA IINTM)
IINTM Janakpuri
DIAS
Shubham Jain (BBA)

6

Intra College Poetry
Competition
Creative Writing
Competition
Slogan Writing InterCollege Competition
Group Dance Competition

7

Mr. & Ms. Fiesta 2016

11th March, 2016

8
9

11th March, 2016
27th February, 2016
22nd February, 2016

Rohit Dubey (BCA)

11

Fashion Show
Inter College Business
Plan Competition
Article Writing
Competition
Volleyball

Shri Aurobindo College,
University of Delhi
Mr. Sanpreet Singh (MCA )
Ms. Manpret Kaur (MCA)
FDDI, Noida
IITM

12

100M Race

13

200M Race

14

3-Legged Race

15

Shot put

16

Badminton (Singles)

17

Badminton (Doubles)

18

Tug-of-War

19

Basket Ball

20
21

Cricket
National Education Day

22

Collage Making
Competition
Industrial Visit- IT Quiz
Summer Training Project
Competition
Just A Minute Intra
College Competition
Inter Class Debate
Competition
Summer Training
Project Competition
Poster Making
Competition
Fresher's Party 2015

4
5

10

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Inter College Java
Competition

22nd March, 2016
22nd March, 2016
12th March, 2016

10th February, 2016

Abhishek Bhatia and Team,
Shweta Gupta and Team
11th February, 2016
Utsav Dua (BCA),
Sheetal Chauhan (BCA)
11th February, 2016
Utsav Dua (BCA),
Sheetal Chauhan (BCA)
11th February, 2016
Abhay & Abhishek (BCA),
Bharti Tyagi & Sheetal (BCA)
11th February, 2016
Mudit Kumar(BCA),
Bindu Yadav(MBA)
11th February, 2016
Harshit Dhingra (BBA),
Nikita Gulati (BBA)
11th February, 2016
Angad Deep Singh &
Anshul Gupta (BBA)
th
11 February, 2016
Shuubham Chauhan and
Team, Sunaina and Team
th
11 February, 2016
Sidharth Sharma and Team,
Shweta Gupta and Team
11th February, 2016
Utsav Dua and Team (BCA)
th
11 November, 2015 Essay Writing- Rohit Dubey (BCA)
Speech Elocution-Rohit Dubey (BCA)
th
9 November, 2015
Ms. Debarati Paul (MCA)
Ms. Sai Chetna (MCA)
7th October, 2015
Vidhi Khurana (MBA)
17th September, 2015 Jasraj Garket, Himanshu Matta,
Anjum Tanwar (MBA)
11th September, 2015 ENGLISH- Mansi Singh (BCA)
HINDI- Rohit Dubey (BCA)
7th September, 2015 Rohit Dubey (BCA)

Rohit Dubey (BCA)
Shubham Jain (BBA)
Sunaina (MCA)

2nd September, 2015

Naman Wadhwa (BBA)

-------------

31st August, 2015

Srishti (BCA)

-------------

22nd August, 2015

Mr. Fresher- Arjun Sachdeva (BBA)
Ms. Fresher- Nikita Gulati (BBA)
Nimit Vig , Anshul Bansal
(Name: Chat Hub)

-------------

10th August, 2015
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Rohit Kandpal and Team,
Anamika Singhal and Team
Tanmay Matta (BCA),
Nikita Gulati (BBA)
Monit Johar (MCA),
Bharti Tyagi (BCA)
Gokul Gopal & Arun Kumar (BCA),
Shivani & Lashika (MCA)
Mohit Kanwar (BCA),
Nidhi(MBA)
Angad Deep Singh (BBA),
Lakshita Nagpal (MCA)
Harshit Dhingra &
Shikhar Kakkar (BBA)
Ashish Goswami and Team,
Shubham Gupta and Team
Sumannyu Singh and Team
------------Shubham Jain (BBA)
Sunaina (MCA)
------------Priya
-------------

Osheen , Kanika Project
(Name: Chat Buzz)

Major Projects MCA
S.No Name

Project Title

Company/Organization Name

1

Sudhanshu Kalouni

V-vote system

Knownymous online marketing solutions

2

Priyanka Sharma

Online Forum

NIIT technologies

3

Parul Chauhan

Employee Mgmt System

Janpact, Gurgaon

4

Nitin Kumar Yadav

Bakery Mgmt

RIMITS,Chandigarh

5

Preeti

Avalon Master

Microweb System,Noida

6

Amit Singh Negi

velos stafa (JSP)

Aithent Technologies

7

Aashna Gulati

Customer Management System

NIIT technologies

8

Vartika Bisht

Test Engine

NIIT technologies

9

Manpreet Kaur

V-Vote System

Knownymous online marketing solutions

10

Aakash Garg

IDC Transport System

NCR Corporation, LeewayHertz Technologies

11

Sneha

Online Examination System

Experia Tech Pvt Ltd

12

Aakriti Maggo

Not assign

Aithent Technologies

13

Mohit Singh

Customer Relation and Retention

RIMITS

14

Bharat Bhushan

BOYOYOU Smart Parking Soluion

vDoIT Technologies

15

Amandeep Saini

Avalon Master

Microweb System,Noida

16

Ankur Kumari

Dental Drugs

StartXLabs Technologies

17

Santosh Yadav

Java Signer Certificate

Microweb System,Noida

18

Manish Kandari

Bank Management System

Ewebtech,Janakpuri

19

Vicky Rajput

metGIS agro

BKC Weathersys pvt. Ltd

20

Kamal Sharma

One Click Uploader

LeewayHertz Technology Pvt Ltd

21

Guneet Singh

Lab Mapping in stafa

StartXLabs Technologies/Aithent Technologies

22

Nitya Ramesh

Project Management System

HCL Technologies,Noida

23

Animesh Jaiswal

Hospital Management System

Lanco Infratech,Gurgaon

24

Saurav

Avalon-Master

Microweb System,Noida

25

Pankaj Kumar Gupta

Recruirtment Automation System for success3 consult

Clues and Clues Technology

26

Atul Kumar Shishodia

Avalon (Lecture Management)

Agicient Technlogies

27

Akash Sawhney

Sikh Matrimonial

3D-Webbers,Narayana

28

Purushotam Kumar

Online Voting System

Knownymous online marketing solutions

29

Tarunjeet Singh

Cab Management System

Grapes Services,Janakpuri

30

Preeti Theraja

Customer Call Tracking System

Global Logic

31

Jyoti Goel

College Management System

vDoIT Technologies

32

Ansu Asokan

Avalon (employee: Client)

Microweb System,Noida

33

Devesh Sharma

Avalon (Employee: Admin)

Microweb System,Noida

34

Mohit Kumar

Online Examination System

HTM Pvt. Ltd.

35

Karishma Bhardwaj

Job Portal

HCL Technologies

36

Sumit Kumar

Avalon Master

Microweb System

37

Rakesh Kumar

Avalon Master

Microweb System,Noida

38

Mahima Paul

Retail Invoice System

Genesis colors pvt ltd

39

Punyashree Dudeja

Online Shopping Cart

Wipro Technologies

40

Nisha Chaudhary

Avalon (Enquiry Management)

Microweb System,Noida

41

Meenakshi Kumari

Avalon (Lecture Manager)

Microweb System,Noida

42

Aman Dutta

Online Shopping Cart

Wipro Technologies

43

Akshay Rautela

Tour and Travel Management System

Ewebtech,Janakpuri

44

Manish Pathak

Avalon (Student update)

Ewebtech,Janakpuri

45

Rohit

Avalon (Student Profile)

E2E Research Pvt. Ltd.

46

Anup Kr Sinha

Mingle Spot

Clues and Clues Technology

47

Varun Verma

Sikh Matrimonial

3D-Webbers,Narayana

48

Sachin Gupta

Avalon (Profile Management)

Microweb System,Noida
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Major Projects MBA
S. No Name

Project Title

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Prateek Gupta
Neha
Charu Pahuja
Shalu Verma
Anuradha Jain
Rahul Gupta
Saurabh Jain
Tripti Negi
Meenakshi
Jasraj Singh
Harpreet Kaur
Himanshu Matta
Sakshi Aggarwal
Aakriti Sobti
Naman Chugh

16.
17.
18.

Aparna Kukreti
Prachi Thukral
Lekha Chhibra

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Rinku
Neetu Bansal
Arsheen Kohli
Nitish Kumar
Mohit Kumar
Nitika Singh
Mohit Jain
Prateek Thukral
Albin John
Abhishek Behl
Maanik Khattar
Priyanka Kanyal
Dheeraj Gupta
Mohd. Talib
Anjum Tanwar
Shriya Ganguly
Abhishek Kumar
Saurabh Malik
Prerna Garg
Ashutosh Gupta
Mahak Kakkar
Vaseem
Rahul Yadav
Rekha Bhardwaj
Sukriti
Sandeep Deshwal
Suman Kumari
Harneet S. Duggal
Sonal Arora
Divya Arora
Dipti
Ayush Sharma
Kushal Malhotra
Mohit Kumar
Urvashi Verma
Vishwas Soni
Saif Akhtar
Deepanshu Jindal

Correlating Indian Stock Indices with American Stock Indices
Analysis of Working Capital Ratio of Hindalco
A Study of Consumers Attitude after Relaunch of Maggi
Understanding the Determinants of Online Consumer Satisfaction
Consumer Satisfaction towards Tupperware Products
A Study on Consumer Behaviour towards Selected Fast Moving Consumer Goods in Delhi Region
The Impact of Brand Equity onPurchase Intention towards Mobile Phones
Stress Management among Employees of ICICI Bank
Moving Trends Analysis of Sensex with Five Blue Chip Companies- TCS, RIL, HDFC, ITC
Consumer Behaviou and Satisfaction of Amul Milk
A Study on Perspective of Investors towards Derivative Trading
An Empirical Study of the Relationship between Gold Market and Stock Market of India
A Study on Brand Preference on Smartphones in Delhi
Mutual Funds Market in India: A Study of Six Major Players- HDFC, Franklin, Birla sun life, SBI IDFC & Reliance
A Study on Factors Influencing Consumers Purchase Intentions towards Private Brands in FMCG Products,:
A Case of Organised Retail
A Study of Employee Satisfaction towards the Labour Welfare Measure at ITC
Comparative Study on Customer Satisfaction of Pizza Hut and Slice of Italy
A Study on The Uasge Pattern of Social Networing Tools for Undergraduater Students with Special referecne to
Facebook.
A Study on Students Satisfaction with Internship Experience : A Case of Management Institutions
A Study on Investor Attitude towards different Tax Saving Schemes
A Study on Quality of Work Life among- PNB Employees
Fnancial Analysis of HDFC Bank
Commodities Trading- Investment and Speculation
Financial Scams in India and its Effect
A Study on Customer Satisfaction towards Vodafone Services at South Delhi
Investment Options Providedd by Reliancew Life Insurance
A Study on Consumer Attitude towards Credit Cards
A Study on Analysis of Sales Promotion Strategies of Selected Companies of FMCG Sector in Delhi Region
To Analyse the Trend in Stock Prices of different Key Sectors
Teacher Satisfaction with respect to Employement in Private School
The Study of Growth of Venture Capital Finance in India of last 7 years(2009-2015)
An Empirical Study on the Buying Behaviour of Over the Counter Drugs
A Study of Individual Level Determinants of Constructive & Destructive Workplace Deviant Behavior
A Study of Investors Behaviour on Mutual Funds in India
Role of LIC in Insurance Industry
Descriptive study on Consumer Perception towards Online Shopping
Employee Engagement at Private and Public Banking Sector: A Comparative Study
A Study of Factors affecting Customers Preferences towards Retail Banking
Credit Risk Management in Banking Sector
Analysis of Working Capital in Selected Companie of FMCG Sector
A Study on Women's Perception while Purchasing a Car
Work Life Balacne- A Case Study on Corportation Bank
Emotional Intelligence- A Comparative Study of UG and PG Students
FDI in India
Effectiveness of Training and Development in Public Sector BSNL
Analysis of Wealth Management Services at ICICI Bank
A study on Organisational Culture at Mcdonalds
Impact of Mentoring on Students Motivation
A study on Empoyee Engagement
A Study of Reverse Logistics Problem for Seller's of Online Portals
A Study on the Factor Contributing to Customer Satisfaction when Eating in a Restaurant
A Study on Validity of Herzberg's Two Factor Theory with Respect to PG Students
A Study of Investors behaviour on Mutual Funds in India
A Study on Measuring Consumer Satisfaction towards Health Care Center in Gurgoan Region
Descriptive Study on Preference for Various Indian Sports League
Consumer attitude towards Online Sales: A Study wih respect to Flipkart
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“IITM has provided me with the experiences and exposure that has helped me throughout my career after
graduation. The faculty members and their teachings have taught me important lessons for life. I had also
successfully completed an AMIETE Engineering Degree via. distance learning along with my BCA
degree from IITM. Then I got admission into M.Tech (CSE) in GGSIPU, main campus after scoring a
good percentile in IIT-GATE national exam. After completing my post graduation I worked at Amity
University, Haryana as a lecturer for 2 years. Then I joined JIMS, Rohini as an Assistant Professor and
worked there for 2 years and six months. On Jan 2016 I left my job at JIMS and started my own startup by
the name “Delhi Developer”, a Web-Development & Graphic Design Company. Our company has been
doing very well since then and has worked on several domestic and off shore projects already. And I can bet
that my experiences from IITM still help me today in my work. The confidence that IITM gave me
through exposure to various activities apart from academics makes IITM unique in many ways. I
would like to thank all the faculty members, administration, and the management of IITM for their
teaching and support."
I am glad that I made the choice to take up
Bachelors in Computer Applications (BCA) at
IITM. I work in the Advisory/Consultancy
industry now, and from where I stand, applying
what I learnt has improved the systems and
process flow in my area of work. With that said, it
was delightful to study in those classrooms in
such a cooperative environment, under the
guidance of ever-supporting professors. It indeed
was an experience for life!
Rahil Akhtar
BCA (2006-09)

Nidhi Srivastava
MCA (2006--09)

I am associated with the college from last eight years and it
is a great experience all together. In 2006, I joined IITM in
the MCA program, initially I was a bit hesitant and anxious
about how things will turn out to be, but later own I just
realized that nothing was difficult because of the excellent
support of the faculty here who have always helped the
students whether it was academia or deciding on the
career. And now is the day, when I am on the other side of
the table and serving as a faculty at IITM since 2012. The
journey has been wonderful; I have always been motivating
students, encouraging them to pursue their dreams. It indeed
feels great to a part of IITM for all these years.

Jasmeet Singh
BCA(2006-09)

Greetings to all the people
of IITM, I have spent the
most important phase of
my life with its fraternity.
Attending classes which
were more of a compulsion
than will (75% attendance),
acting like bandits in
canteen and most
important, being the CR of
the class, all this has made
me a better person. So,
don't miss out on anything
that you will regret
because this time and
opportunity will never
come back again.

Where to start from, IITM is very near to my heart.
Entire experience was awesome. Whether its faculty
or classmates, all were like a helping hand. Faculty are
well versed in their subjects. I have learned a lot. I am
really thankful and it has a great contribution to
whatever I am today. I wish all the best and a better
future to my juniors and respect to the faculty.
Shalini Delics
BBA(2009-12)

yed Danish Iqbal
BBA (2009-12)
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S.No.

Title

Author

Frequency

Journal Name
Vol.

Iss.
no.

Page

1

An Approach based on service
Componenets for adapting WebOriented Applications

Soumia Bendekkoum,
Mahmoud Boufaida and
Lionel Seinturier

International Journal of
Information Techology and
Web Engineering

11

1

1-21p

2

Data Protection in Cloud
Computing on a Large Scale

N. Sirisha and J.S.D.
Venkat Rao

International Journal of
Computer Science and
System Analysis

10

1

37-44p

3

Grouping of Queries in Sensor
networks with confidentiality
and integrity

Shaiksha Vali M. & V.
Premlatha

International Journal of
Computer Science and
System Analysis

10

1

45-51p

4

Cloud Information Accountabilty
(CIA) Framework: To keep track
the actual users in the cloud

Y. Bhanu Prasad, M.
Nageswara Rao and
M.S.S. Sai

International Journal of
Computer Science and
System Analysis

10

1

61-68p

5

Energy Efficient Cooperative
Loaas Balancing and Dynamic
Channel Allocation Mechanism
in Mobile Adhoc Networks
Multi-Level Authentication and
Access Control Based Security
Enhancements in Data Warehouse
Plagiarism Detection in Arabic
Documents: Approaches,
Architecture and Systems
Writing a Technical Research
Papers: A Guided Overview

Nagaraj, R. and Angise Kala
Rani.X.

Karpagam Journal of
Computer Science

9

6

343-349p

Thangaraju G. and Angise
Kala Rani.X.

Karpagam Journal of
Computer Science

9

6

364-372p

Boubaker Kahloula and
Jawad Berri

Journal of Digital Information
Management

14

2

124-135p

Srinivasa Pai P.

The Indian Journal of
Technical Education

38

3

36-44p

N Sankar Ram and
A. Rizwan Ahmed

The Indian Journal of
Technical Education

38

3

77-82p

6

7

8
9

The REDREC Technology

1

Measurement of Inteelectual Capital Hardeep Chahal and
in the Indian Banking Sector
Purnima Bakshi

Vikalpa The Journal for
Decision Makers

41

1

61-73p

2

Money, Output and Prices in India

Charan Singh, Rohan Das
and Jafar Baig

Indian Journal of Economics
& Business

15

1

15-37p

3

Indian Export Competitiveness
and Performances:

Anand Kulkarni

Indian Journal of Economics
& Business

15

1

39-73p

4

Make in India: Re-chanting the
Mantra with a Difference

Satish Y. Deodhar

Indian Journal of Economics &
Business

15

1

99-114p

5

Supply Chain management in
emerging economies

B. Avottatjir. J.Jayaram

DECISION Indian Institute of
Management Calcutta

43

2

117-124p

6

Communication of Corporate
Social Responsibiltiy Activities by
Private Sector Companies in India:

Sumona Ghosh

METAMORPHOSIS A
Journal of Management
Research

14

2

30-50p

7

Entreprneurial Activites and Level
of Develo0pmen t in Morocco:
Empirical Investigation from Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor Data

Aomar Ibourk and Jabrane
Amaghouss

Global business review

17

2

241-256p

8

Consumer Perception of Brand
Personality: An Empiriacal
Evidence from India

Kavota Srivastava and
Narendra K. Sharma

Global business review

17

2

375-388p

9

An Empirical Study on Capital
Structure in Indian Manufacturing
Sector
Use of Knowledge Management
for Copetitive Advantage:
The case Study of Max Life Insurance

Saurabh Chadha and
Anil K. Sharma

Global business review

17

2

411-424p

Himanshu Joshi, Jamal A.
Farooquie and Deepak
Chawla

Global business review

17

2

450-469p

10
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Corporate comments
We take extreme pleasure in association with IITM for
recruiting students as employees in our company both
from Management and IT streams. IITM Students are
very strong in their technical knowledge skills in which
they are working together with our team. We are very
happy to give such placement opportunities to IITM
students. We really appreciate Institute's Placement
Cell regular interaction with us and understanding our
recruitment requirements time to time and fulfil it with
the best students of their campus. Wishing IITM all the
best!

Neetu Bala, Manager –Human Resource

It is always pleasure to visit IITM as all arrangements
are well organized. It is always great to interact with
students via pre-placement presentation using
excellent facilities in the auditorium. Selected students
join the firm on time and perform well too in the given
tasks. We appreciate the Institute for providing good
education and look forward to visit for interns for next
year.
Thanks and appreciate the support provided always.

Mr. Narinder Kamra, Founder and CEO,
vDoIT Technologies

Our association with IITM has been great and
throughout it has been a journey filled with
tremendous outcomes for all those involved. Students
that we have recruited in the past have demonstrated
learning attitude, perseverance and hard work in their
corporate lives. I personally feel that college
management is very supportive & encourages Campus
placements thus providing valuable opportunities to
students in corporates like Wipro.

Mr. Rahul Bhatia, North Campus Manager,
Wipro Technologies

"It is always a really good experience hiring from IITM
every year. Meeting students who are intellectual with
good communication skills and pleasing personality is
always a good experience. And more over with “GO FOR
IT” attitude. We always manage to hire fresh MBA's for
our Operations and Marketing team.
Mr. Karan Sahdev, Chief Manager, IndusInd Bank
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: 2015-16
Programme

Total
Intake

Students
opted for
Placements

Students
placed

Percentage

MBA

60

40

34

85

MCA

60

39

33

84.6

BBA

240

80

74

92.5

BCA

120

93

89

95.7

Associated Recruiters
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